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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. One of the problems of gas dynamics is to construct the wall of a nozzle 
so that the flow has prescribed speeds both up and down stream and at the same 
time some smoothness properties which we shall describe later. Here we con- 
sider nozzles in which the downstream speed is supersonic and the upstream 
speed is subsonic. This problem was studied by M. Lighthill [12] in a paper 
published in 1945. He found the shape of a two dimensional symmetric nozzle 
by solving a Cauchy problem for the potential for an ideal gas with the flow 
angle 0 and speed p as independent variables. He assumed a given velocity 
distribution along the x axis. Lighthill’s solution exists by the Cauch- 
Kowalewski theorem and he computed an approximate solution by iteration. 
Then in 1950, Cherry [4] improved Lighthill’s result by extending it to wider 
nozzles under the same given conditions. Otherwise he still required the 
analyticity properties necessary for convergence. Both Lighthill’s and Cherry’s 
flows have the property that the acceleration is continuous. Transonic flows with 
this property were first investigated by Meyer (see [ 131). 
In this paper we show that there exists a wide class of nozzles which for a 
certain speed upstream will yield a smooth transition to a certain speed down- 
stream. This existence does not require any analyticity. In particular the nozzle 
shapes are not necessarily analytic. The equation of state for our problem is quite 
general except in the sonic region where it is a good approximation to an ideal 
gas. A more detailed explanation of the problem and its solution is given in the 
following section. 
2.2. The equation of motion of a steady irrotational adiabatic isentropic 
compressible flow represented in terms of the stream function 9 in hodograph 
variables is 
a a 
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where 6 is flow angle, u = - c (p dq)/(p,q), K = (P,/P)~ (1 - Ma), M = q/c, q is 
speed, c = (--pq/(4+W1~2, P is d ensity a given function of speed; also pG = p 
at q = c. We consider q, K as functions of a from here on. For the derivation of 
(1.1) see Bers [2, p. 16-j for example. 
System (1 ,I) is of elliptic of hyperbolic type depending on whether K 2 0 
which also corresponds to supersonic and subsonic flow and (1.1) is equivalent 
to the equation of motion in the physical plane ((x, y) plane) if the mapping from 
(x, y) to (0, u) plane is one to one i.e. if 
Meyers’ solution of system (1 .l) with K = u is given by 
AS 
e=-!b3+ Au+M 3 (l-3) 
where A is arbitrary. Subscript M denotes Meyer’s solution. It describes smooth 
compressible flows in a converging channel near the sonic line. 
Figure 1 represents Meyer’s flow in the (x, y) plane. The curves (CIM = &C 
are the walls of a nozzle. The sonic line is PiO’Pi . The two characteristics of 
equation (l.l), 
e f #(-a)312 = 0 (1.4) 
are represented by PiO’Pi and PiO’P; . 
SONIC LINE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FIGURE 1 
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The Jacobian j vanishes only along the characteristics. The mapping of the 
flow domain into the hodographic plane; it has a fold along the characteristic 
PiO’P; . The main feature of the mapping is that the three regions I, Ir, III, are 
mapped into overlapping regions in the hodograph plane. The streamlines have 
an envelope on the characteristics of the system. 
Following are a few basic properties of Meyer’s flow. 
M.P.I. c&fs = -l/Ha + wk42)1 
M.P.2. j(&,,) = 0 along the characteristic curve yr of (1.1). 
M.P.3. All streamlines of #M are straight lines in the (8, u) plane and 
tangent to yr , (See Bers [l] for details, page 121). 
We define the Meyer property and Meyer type flow as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A solution of system (1.1) has the property if the Jacobian 
j is zero along a characteristic of that system and that characteristic is also an 
envelope of the streamlines. Furthermore if J = j-l is nonzero in a neighborhood 
G in the (0, cr) plane the solution represents an actual flow in the image of G and 
is called a Meyer type flow. 
Our object is to establish the existence of nozzle shapes which yield Meyer 
type flows and have a prescribed subsonic speed upstream and prescribed super- 
sonic speed downstream. We construct the upstream part of the solution in the 
hodograph plane using a weak existence theorem (Section 3) and show it is of 
Meyer type (Section 4). The downstream flow is found by hyperbolic methods. 
In Section 2 we formulate a series of boundary value problems which lead to the 
existence theory of Section 3. 
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
1. Formulation of Problem A 
The flow domain of a Meyer type flow in the physical plane is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and its corresponding image is illustrated in Figure 2. 
For finding estimates, we chose the boundary in the hodograph plane carefully. 
Since we consider only flows that are symmetric about the x axis, we describe 
the image of the upper half of the flow as far as the characteristic O’P: . 
On C, , we require 
u-l/2(8 dp - p de> > k, ds > 0, (2.la) 
counterclockwise around C, , where p = Jg K112 du and k, is some positive 
number, s is the arc length. We also require C, to be spacelike and that 
0 do > k, ds > 0. (2.lb) 
409/70/I-7 
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FIGURE 2 
The curve C, is described below. To solve the boundary value problem A: 
We solve a certain boundary problem in e (the domain bounded by C, u C, u 
C’s u yd which gives a nozzle flow up to O’P; in Figure 1. This is the domain 
of problem A with the following boundary conditions. 
(i) Since the flow tends to a constant speed go , there is a singularity of 
order ca(~ - q,, - z?I)-~ + O(1) at PI w h ere cs depends only on go and the width 
of the nozzle. For the derivation, see Morawetz [15, 16). 
(ii) Since the flow is to have a singular Jacobian like the Meyer flow, 
d#=Oony,. 
(iii) On C, and Cs prescribe # = c. This leads to a unique solution. It turns 
out under appropriate circumstances after solving the boundary value problem 
that there is a curve from P4 to Ps on which I,L = c (see Section 4). The curve Cs 
is chosen to be this curve. 
We define problem A as follows. 
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PROBLEM A. Let i?’ = (ii 1 , iis) form a solution of problem A if 
(2.2a) 
in the domain G bounded by C, U C, v C’s u y1 satisfying the boundary condi- 
tion 
iI1 d0 + ii, da = 0, (2.2b) 
along C, u C, u yl . At (0, om), 0 - c2b - cl0 - iv)-” it satisfies (2.la) and 
(2.lb) where I? = K for a > E, and I? = o for B < 0; in between l? is combined 
as a Cm function with I? > 0. 
2. Formulation of Problem Ml 
We want 0 to behave like the Meyer flow given by U, = (I+&, #Mo) along 
yr . Because of the singular nature we investigate the problem for the solution of 
the difference a = iF? - U, , and require g to be bounded on K and satisfying 
the boundary condition (2.2b) there. Thus let B = (q , ~%a). Then u will 
satisfy the boundary condition (--IJ)~/~ I$ + iis = 0 on yr and 
(2.3b) 
on C, u C, . Equation (2.3b) follows from (2.2b). 
We consider an extended domain G bounded by C, , C, , yi, y; and y, , 
where r; and r; are characteristics of (1.1) with slope l/( - u)lj2 and - l/( -u)lrL 
respectively, and intersecting at P, . Next g = 0 - U, satisfies 
LD=g (2.3a) 
where2 = (& , &), & = (o - s(u) K(u)) I,!J~~~ for u > 0 where s is a C”: function 
with s = 1 for u 2 E and s = 0 for o < 0 and go = 0. We define problem M, 
as follows: 
PROBLEM M, . 0 is a solution of problem M, if ti satisfies (2.3a) in G and the 
boundary condition (2.3b) along C, u C, u yr and I?? = (%r , il,) = (h, , ha) 
along yr where h is a bounded smooth function. Meanwhile at (0, urn), 21 N 
c2(u - 40 - ity. 
3. Formulation of Problem M, 
Problem M, has homogeneous boundary conditions along C, u Ca and no 
singularity at (0, a-). Set n - sror + sU, = U = (ul , uz). Here 0 is a solu- 
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tion of (1 .l) with the singularity 0, N cg(u - pm - iw)-’ + O(1) at (0, u,), S, is 
a Cm function equal to one in a 6, neighborhood of (0, a,) and vanishing outside 
a 6, neighborhood of (0, a,) with 6, > 6,; s is a Cm function equal to one along 
C, u Cs with its support in a neighborhood of C, u C, . Then 
LU=g (2.4a) 
where g = (gi , gs) C Cm and has its support in a neighborhood of C, u C, . 
U satisfies the boundary condition 
ul d6’ + us da = 0 (2.4b) 
along C, u Cs u yi . In addition we must show the existence of a curve Cs on 
which (2.4b) holds. This is done in Section 5 after some of the properties of the 
solution are established. We define problem M, as follows. 
PROBLEM M, . U is a solution of problem Ma if U satisfies (2.4a) in G and 
the boundary condition (2.4b) on C, u C, u yi and U = (ul , u2) = (h, , h,) 
along yi . 
It is obvious that if there exists a solution U to problem M, , there exists a 
solution to problem M, and also a solution to problem A provided we have, in 
addition, the existence of a curve C’s on which (2.4b) holds. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
The existence of the weak solution of problem M, can be proved following 
Morawetz’ method (see Morawetz [14]). Th is weak solution belongs to the 
Hilbert space H,(G) of all pairs of measurable functions U = (pi , up) for which 
the norm 
II UII, = [j-s,,, h2 + ~2~) de df” 
1 * 
is finite; the inner product is 
mlwl + u2w2) dtl do 
where r is the distance from the origin in the (8, u) plane. In Ga , the domain 
bounded by yi , y2 , y; , y; , U is in L,(G,). 
We define U to be a weak solution of problem M, if U E H,(G) and if for 
every w E H,(G) 
(w,g) = -(Lw, u>, 
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where 
(WY d =j-s, (w1+ w2g2) do da 
H,(G) contains the set of all pairs of functions w = (wI , wz) with continuous 
derivatives such that 
w1 = w2 = 0 at r=O 
w,=O on Cl u c2 
(-41’2 w1 + w2 = 0 on y; 
(-,p2 w,- w2 =o on r; 
with Lw E H,(G). The existence theorem is 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a weak solution of problem M, in H,(G) for every 
g E H,(G) where H,(G) is the duaZ space of H,(G). 
Sketch of Boot, Multiply the inverse V-l of a matrix V with elements 
wij to w; W = V-lw. Where qj is 
I V -e 11 - 7~12 = ,&?'* + he in Gl 
in G2 
v -0 11 - 
742 = k,o + + + &,2 
in G3 
where w,, = v22 , v21 = -I&, , k, , k, > 0 are sufficiently small constant and 
/L = J; alI2 dq. Apply G reen’s theorem to (Lw, W): 
(Lw, W) = (LVW, W) =--- ss I G 
- 
w1w2(~7J*20 + 'UllO) + __ "tseL (~'110 - 7424 do do 
- 
1 I 
R 
(3 1) 
-- 
ac 2 
v~~W,~ - l’&,W, W, + + vllW22 da 
I 
I 
R - - ‘2- v12W12 + v~~W,W, + + q2W22 d0 
I 
=-&-I,. 
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The boundary integral I, is nonnegative and the area integral, I1 is positive 
definite satisfying 
I1 3 k (rWlz + Wz2) d0 da. (3.2) 
By using the inequality I; + I, = I(Lw, E’)/ < X 11 Lw /1*2 + (l/h) I( W$ and 
(3.2) we have the estimate (ILw (j* >, ((k - l/h)/X) WG = kaz Ij W($ . Since 
w = VW we can find a constant k, such that I( w 11; < ka2 (1 W [I:. and thus 
II w II* < (k&3) II Lw II*. It f o 11 ows that (w, g) is a bounded linear functional 
of Lw in H,(G). By Riesz’ representation theorem there exists a t = (tl , t2) E 
H,(G) such that (w, g) = (Lw, t)* for all w E H,(G). Consider U = (ur , u2) 
with u1 = -t,/r, u2 = -t, . We have UEH~(G) and (w,g) = (Lw, t)* = 
-(Lw, U). So U is the weak solution of problem Ma . 
That the solution of problem M, is unique and has the Meyer property 
follows from the Lax-Phillips theorem (see Lax and Phillips [I 11). 
4. MEYER PROPERTY 
4.1. 0, defined in Section 2.1, is equal to U, + U in the neighborhood of 
y1 . By substituting # into (1.2) and using the relation h, + (--~,)~/a h, = 0, we 
get j( 0) = 0 along yr . Because 0 has the same behavior as U, in the neigh- 
borhood of yr , we can estimate 77, in terms of E at a point Pl = (0, , a,) which 
is a distance of order E from yr . With ZJ, = (#M8, #,& = (l/[A(Az#M2 + u)], 
-I/JA~#~~ + u]), we first estimate A2#,+,2 + U. Let P2 = (0, , u2) be the point 
on y1 which is closest to Pl . By our assumption we can write 0, = 0, + do, 
ui = cr2 + ,% and also let A2#M2 = 6 - a, . If we substitute 0, , a1 and A2$M2 
into (1.3), where &, can be eliminated, simplify the resulting equation and use 
the condition 40,~ + 9822 = 0 we get 
a3 + 38%, = 12u22p~ + 12~7,~p2~2 + 4/33~3 + ~B?,oIc + 90128’. 
Comparing all different orders of E we get 
s2 N ?j& (I~“z~@ + 1882a~) = & (&,2/3 + fje2a) (, (4.1) 
Hence S = O(#) or 6 = o(E~/~). We have &,,0 = O(E+~) and #Mo = O(E-~/~) 
or larger at any point Pl which has distance of order E from yi . 
Now we shall prove every streamline of 0 which intersects y1 is tangent to yr . 
A streamline of 0 is a curve in G along which E?, d9 + ii, du = 0 almost every- 
where. 
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We apply Green’s theorem to equation (2.4a) in a region D with boundary B. 
Then we have the following identity. 
o= J’s D MO-% + u20) + u2(%7 - %>I a dJ 
(4.2) 
zzz 
f B( 
4 uu12 - uz2) da - u1u2 d6’ 
Setting 
xu(Pl , P2) = j--y +(uul’ - u2”) do - u1zi2 dfI 
we have 
(i) xu(PI , Ps) is well defined along any space-lie curve joining PrPa . 
(A curve C is called space-like or time-like if the slope of the curve (du/d0)2 < 
l/-u or (du/d6)” > l/- u respectively.) Using standard energy methods for 
hyperbolic equations, we can show that U belongs to L, along every space-like 
curve and also satisfies the boundary condition (2.4b) almost everywhere. By 
taking the limit the result is also true along characteristic curves. 
(ii) x is a single valued function of PI and P2 in the neighborhood of yr . 
This follows directly from (4.3). 
Then we apply (4.2) to a region D, bounded by the contour P,P,P, (see 
Figure 3). PIP2 is a streamline of lJ, tangent to yr at P2 (see M.P.3 in Section 1). 
P,P, is a part of y, . P,Pl is a streamline of 0 which intersects yr at P, . By the 
relation d0 = (-u)li2 da and U = h along yI , it follows that xrr is zero along 
any part of yr or &P, , P2) = 0. 
By (i) we know x(P2 , PI) is finite and 
xu(p, , pa) = j-+r’ -+ [a-q2 - u2*] da - ulu2 ($) do 
1.01 
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Since PIP, is a streamline of t? we have 22, + (de/da) 6, = 0 along PIP, . 
From (4.2) xu(PIPJ + xu(P2, P3) + xu(P3, PI) = 0 and the fact that 
x(Pl, PJ and x(Pz, P?) to be finite, xv(P, , PI) must be finite. xv(P, , PJ has 
two terms. The term sz: [U + (d0/du)2] ur2 da is also finite. Therefore the integral 
sz: [(de/d,) &,0 + &J2 da has to be finite. But according to (4.1) both $,,,,a(& U) 
and #M0 are of order O(d-1/2) where d is the closest distance between (0, U) and 
y1 - Therefore I:,” WW) #Mo + &d’ d u cannot be finite unless the integral is 
along the tangent direction of y1 . So PIP, is tangent to 3/i . This argument is true 
for any streamline of 0 which meets yr . Therefore y1 is an envelope of the 
streamlines of 0. 
2. LEMMA 4.1. xu(P5 , P4) for P., in an l neighborhood of y1 is of the order 
0(&2). 
Proof. We apply (4.2) to U in D, (see Figure 3) bounded by P,p,P, . PsP4 is 
another characteristic curve of (2.4a) with slope - I/(-u)l/“, PsP, is a part of 
yr , P4P5 is a streamline of U, tangent to yi at PC. Then we examine the three 
line integrals of (4.2). It is zero along yr and is equal to --((-u)~/~ pi - u2)2 da 
along PBP4 . While the integrand of xu(P4, P5) can be written in the following 
form 
b[(u - 4 U12 - ((-I+/~ ii, + 122)2] do (4.4) 
where l/(-~,$/~ is the slope of P,P, which is tangent to yr at P6 . By (4.2) the 
sum of three line integrals is zero. According to their integrand the only positive 
contribution to the sum is the quadratic term (u - us) ur2. Because P,(e,, , u4) 
is in an E neighborhood of yr by our assumption the length of P4Ps is easily 
seen to be O(C~/~). Also (u - us) is O(&“) along P,P, . Then sz: (u - us) z+~ da 
which is the only positive contribution is O(G) because U is L, along P5P4 . 
This implies x(Ps, P4) is at most O(C~/~) and that ((-u#~ 9, + 5J2 is O(E~/~) ui2 
along PsP4 . Q.E.D. 
3. We shall prove there exists a neighborhood of y1 in which there is no 
streamline of r? which does not meet yi . 
(i) We apply. (4.2) to U in D, to show that in an E neighborhood of 3/r 
there is no timelike or characteristic streamline of 0 with length of order E. 
D3 is the region bounded by P,P,P,P, ( see Figure 3). PIP,, P,P, are stream- 
lines of U, tangent to yr at P2 , P, respectively. P2P, is a part of 3/r . P,Pl is a 
part of the timelike or characteristic streamline of 0 with the length of O(e). 
Then by rearranging the integrands and applying Lemma 4.1 it is easy to see 
the line integrals x,,(Pl, P2), xu(Ps , P4) are O(C~/~) while xu(P4, PI) is O(1). 
But x(P2 , PJ as well as the sum of all four integrals is zero according to (4.2). 
So we have a contradiction. 
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(ii) If in an l neighborhood of yi the timelike or characteristic part of a 
streamline of 0 has length of order pi = O(E) the nonexistence statement of (i) 
is still true. Again we apply (4.2) to a region D, in an E neighborhood of y1 
bounded by P,P8P9plo . P,P, is a characteristic of equation (2.4a) with slope 
M--aY2. p,pll , PAP, are streamlines of 0 and are spacelike curves. PSplo with 
length of order Q is a timelike or characteristic streamline of 0. Following the 
same argument as (i) we find xu(Pg , PI,,) is the only one positive line integral 
among the four and its magnitude is of order smaller than the other three. So 
we again have a contradiction. Therefore there exists an l neighborhood of y1 
in which every streamline of 0 is spacelike. By part I of this section every 
streamline of 0 is tangent to y1 in this E neighborhood, 
4cr 
0 w3 
FIGURE 3 
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4. We shall prove the existence of C’s = PSP, under the assumption that the 
Jacobian of 0, J( 0) = u&a + 21a2 3 k2, where C, is the continuation of the 
streamline C, of 0 in the domain Gs bounded by yr , y2 , y; , yi (see Figure 2). 
Since U is a strong solution of problem M, there exists a sequence of smooth 
functions U, satisfying the boundary condition (2.4b) such that U, --+ U almost 
everywhere and L U,, + g in the L, norm in G3 . We consider the solution of the 
equation 
ii,,, d6’ + ii,,, da = 0 (4.5) 
satisfy the condition u = a, for 0 = 0, with P4 = (0, , u4) where 0, = (z&r , 
22,,2) = U, + U. By th e assumption J( 0) 2 k2 we have J( 0) > 0. It follows 
that there exists a unique solution of (4.5) satisfying u = U, at 0 = e, , repre- 
sented by C’s,, . C,,, is a spacelike curve because J( 0,) > 0 implies (Zzn,1/21,,2)2 < 
I/-U. It intersects yi at Pn(em , a,). 
Next we consider for each C,., , u =f,(e) as a function of B defined in 
[e, , e,]. By adjusting the domain t9 of f,(e) properly, the family of functions 
f,(e) is equicontinuous because their derivatives are uniformly bounded by 
l/(-~#/~. By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem there exists a subsequence f,,(0) 
off,(e) which tends to a continuous functionf(f?) as ni + co. We call the curve 
representingf(B), Cs . It intersects yr at P, = (0,) Us). It is easy to show that C, 
is the continuation of C, in Ga by satisfying equation (4.5) almost everywhere. 
5. ACTUAL FLOW 
In this section we shall construct the flow 0 in the physical plane assuming 
the condition J(ff) 3 k2, see Section 4.4. 
First we extend U to the domain G’, the symmetrical image of G with respect 
to the u axis. (See Figure 4, G’ is the domain with dashed boundary and ““’ 
indicating symmetric image). Then U is two valued on G3 . Next we extend U 
further to a third layer, Gi , the domain bounded by yr , yi , yl , y; , by solving 
the Goursat problem of equation (2.4a) in G”, satisfying the boundary conditions 
U = h and U = h’ along yr , yi respectively. (Gi is the domain with the dark 
boundary in Figure 4.) Here yi , yi are characteristics of (2.4a) with slope 
l/(-u)‘/“, -l/(-0)1/2 respectively. Then U is a three valued function in the 
neighborhood of the origin bounded by two characteristic curves of (2.4a) in the 
(f?, U) plane. Finally we map the extended 0 = U + U, defined in G u G’ u 
Gi to the physical plane. With J( 0) > k2 > 0, we can find the image of Ga , 
Gi , G,” in the physical plane corresponding to the region I, III and II in Figure 5. 
(O’P, and O’P; correspond to yr , yi as well as PiPi and PGPi correspond to 
Yz” ; r; respectively.) The continuation of 0 to Gi in the (0, U) plane by solving 
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the Goursat problem corresponds to the continuation of the flow across the 
characteristics PkO’P; to the region II in the (x, JJ) plane. 
Then we can use the method of simple waves to construct the shape of the 
end section of the nozzle in Figure 5 in such a way that flow emerging from it 
has a constant velocity 4 equal to the velocity at Pi (see Courant-Friedrichs [l], 
p. 271). 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
The continuation of the acceleration q z , qu , 0, , 6, as the flow passes across 
the characteristic PiO’P; can be shown by the following formula 
e 
a 
= 2&q sin e - 11,q cos e 
622 + u?z,2 (5.1) 
where q is a function of u. Because 0 is dominated by U, which is of order 
O(LP/~) in terms of d the distance from the point P(8, u) to y1 , it is easy to see 
both q(ii, sin 0 - zZ,q cos e) = O(CP/~) and (622 + u&z) = O(d-+) in terms 
of d the distance of P and a point P. = (e,, , D o ) on K . Therefore as P approaches 
P,, , 8% approaches a definite limit depending on P,, alone, and e2 is continuous at 
P,, . (For the derivation of (5.1) see Guderly [I], p. 83-85.) Similarly we can 
prove the continuity of ey , qx , ql/ . 
CONCLUSION 
We show that provided that the downstream supersonic velocity is not too 
large, we can construct the wall of a nozzle such that the corresponding flow 
in the nozzle is smooth, and has a given subsonic speed q. at one end and a 
given supersonic speed ql at the other end. 
For a given subsonic speed q,, we can pose a family of boundary value pro- 
blems Z& of the type of problem M, . Following Sections 3, 4, 5 we construct a 
family of nozzles corresponding to Xi such that the flow emerges from these 
nozzles having uniform speeds qi . Therefore there is a one to one corres- 
pondence between the qi and the nozzles. If there exists a qi in the family 
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which is equal to ql then the nozzle corresponding to it is the nozzle we are 
looking for. Otherwise we can select a q2 > qI . qz corresponds to Ms belonging 
to mi and o2 is the solution of ma . Because q2 > q1 there exists a streamline 
c of Da such that the flow in the nozzle with the wall corresponding to c will 
have a uniform emerging speed qI at the end. This situation is shown in Figure 5 
with Pi and Pi corresponding to q2 and q1 respectively. 
We have assumed the Jacobian 13 Iz2 in the region CJ < 0 except in a neigh- 
borhood of yr and yi . For sufficiently small supersonic regions this is probably 
valid. 
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